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This is intended to be a simple tutorial providing instructions on converting existing glossary in Spreadsheet format into TBX-Min.  For more 
information on TBX and TBX-Min see http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net or http://www.tbxinfo.net/ 
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Using TBX-Min with Spreadsheet Glossaries 

Converting a spreadsheet to TBX-Min: 
 

Step 1: Acceptable Spreadsheet Formats 
 First, save the glossary you would like to convert to TBX-Min as one of the following:   

o .xlsx - (Microsoft Excel 2007, 2010, or above) *recommended 

o .xls  - (Microsoft Excel  97-2007) 

o .csv  - Be sure it is encoded as UTF-8 if you use this option! .csv may sometimes be inaccurate 

o .txt - like .csv, make sure this is UTF-8 (tab delimited is most tested) .txt may sometimes be inaccurate 



Step 2:  Open Browser to Conversion Webpage 
 Now open a web browser to http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/tbx-min.  At the bottom of this page is the "Spreadsheet Glossary 

Converter" section. 

 

http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/tbx-min


Step 3: Upload Spreadsheet and Give Relevant Information 
 Now click on "Choose File" and select the file from your computer.   Then, fill out the header information (Source Language, Target 

Language, etc.).  *only Source Language, Directionality,  and Dictionary ID are required*  When desired header boxes have been filled out, click 

"Convert". 

Step 4:  Select Header Columns 
 Now you should see a summary of your header information with a selection box and a text area at the bottom: 

 

 The "spreadsheet Header" is whatever you have at the top of your spreadsheet columns indicating what information is held in each 

column (i.e. "English Terms", "Spanish Terms", or "Source Terms", "Target Terms".  Simply click on the drop down menu and select a number 



(this number represents the number of the row of the header).  If the row happens to be below row 10, select "Other" and type a custom 

number: 

 

 

You will see the header displayed in the text area when the row is correct (the example header was on row 4 of the spreadsheet): 

 

If this is the correct header click "Continue if correct Header is displayed". 

Step 5:  Assign Header Columns and Convert 
 Now the header values must be assigned to their TBX-Min equivalents.  The options are: 

 Source Language 

 Target Language 



 Part of Speech: TBX-Min has specific values it allows here.  Each term can only have one of six values (you may need to 

change this in your spreadsheet): *illegal values will be ignored and will not be converted 

o verb 

o adverb 

o noun 

o properNoun 

o other 

 Term Status : TBX-Min has specific values it allows here.  Each term can only have one of four values (you may need to 

change this in your spreadsheet): *illegal values will be ignored and will not be converted 

o preferred 

o admitted 

o notRecommended 

o deprecated 

 Customer 

 Note*  ( Note may be used more than once if your categories do not happen to match with what is available! ) 

 Subject (This is the subject, or domain of the entry, such as "Clothing Accessories") 



 Concept ID - This will be generated if there are not already specific values in your glossary

 

Step 6: Complete and Download TBX-Min File 
 Once all the values (that you want to convert, others may just be left blank) are defined, click "Convert Spreadsheet".  Your browser 

should now download a TBX-Min file converted from your spreadsheet based Glossary! 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Validating the TBX-Min File 
 

 You will want to check to see if your file is valid TBX-Min.  Assuming you successfully downloaded a TBX-Min file using the process 

described above,  your file should be conformant!  However, to check for sure, visit http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/tbx-

min/validate/validate.html: 

http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/tbx-min/validate/validate.html
http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/tbx-min/validate/validate.html


 

Simply upload the TBX-Min file you just made and then click "Validate".  If there are errors, it is best to contact an XML expert to inspect your 

TBX-Min file to see what is failing. 

Viewing / Editing the new TBX-Min File 
 

 If you want to view the contents of your TBX-Min file in a user friendly way, and be able to edit the data, you may use the viewer found 

at http://viewer.tbxinfo.net/: 

http://viewer.tbxinfo.net/


 

Step 1: Sign In 
 You may register your own account or use the public Access account (Note that anything uploaded on this account is available to any 

user). 

 

Step 2: Upload TBX-Min 
 Once you have signed in, you will have the option to upload your TBX-Min file(s).  All previously uploaded files will be shown here as well. 



 

Clicking "Show Samples" will give you access to some previously validated sample TBX-Min files, should you ever wish to look at those.  Simply 

upload the TBX-Min file you want to view and click "Import TBX".  Once the import is complete your file will be listed in the "Saved Glossaries" 

section. 

You have several options here:   

 "View and Edit" - This will take you to the manager, which allows you to view and edit TBX-Min 

 "Rename" - renames the file 

 "Delete" - delete the file 

 "Clone" - copy the file with a new name of your choosing (This is always recommended before editing TBX-Min files, to have a backup) 

 "Download" - download the TBX-Min file 



Step 3: Create a Backup 
 If you plan to edit your TBX-Min file, you should clone it first for backup purposes.  Click "Clone", then choose how many backups (clones) 

you want.  We will just say  "1".  Now name your backup (the example was named to "SWLS - Backup").  Once this is done your management 

page should have your backup listed as well as the original: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 4: View and Edit TBX-Min 

We are now ready to safely look at our TBX-Min file.  *Note: only tested to work on Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome, does not yet work with 

Internet Explorer* Click "View and Edit" on the file you wish to look at.  A new tab should come up as the viewer. 

 

 

 



 

Step 5: Edit Header of TBX-Min 
 On the viewer screen you will see your Header Information (which you can edit by clicking on the existing values, or add values that 

don't exist by clicking "Add Header Info" 

 

Deleting any value completely (making it completely blank) will delete it from the TBX-Min header.  It may be added back at any time. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Step 6: Edit Term Information 
 Select a term from the lists under the "Term Information" section (either source or target).  This will cause all of the related information 

to this term to display below: 

 



 

Step 7:  Notes on Term Status and Part of Speech 
 All values marked as "---" do not exist in your current TBX-Min file.  These may be added or edited simply by clicking on them: 

 

Again, "Term Status" and "Part of Speech" can only have specific values in TBX-Min.  These are enforced if you try to edit these values and a list 

of valid options will pop up if you type it incorrectly. 

 

Step 8:  Adding and Deleting Information 
 Terms may be completely deleted via the "Delete" button.  They may be edited by click on them and typing.  New comments may be 

added by clicking "Add Note" and filling in the appropriate values.  "Note Type" is set to "Comment" by default, but can be any value you wish 

"Comment Author" perhaps?  Soon, the ability to add terms will also be available. 



Step 9: Save and Download 
 When all changes look good you may either "Save", which saves your file and refreshes the page, or " Download", which will save any 

download the most recently saved version of the TBX-Min file to your computer. 

Convert TBX-Min file to TBX-Basic 
 

 TBX-Min may be converted into its cousin format TBX-Basic using our converter at http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/.  This allows you to 

take advantage of any software that supports TBX-Basic.  To do this, simply go to the mentioned website, and scroll to the "TBX Basic 

Conversion" section: 

 

Next to "Convert TBX-Min to TBX-Basic", choose your TBX-Min file and upload it.  Then click the "Convert" button to the right of your file. 

(Very Near) Future of TBX-Min 
 

http://tbxconvert.gevterm.net/


 One of the features which will soon be available is the ability to combine a TBX-Min file into an existing TBX-Basic master file.   The 

practical application of this is  that a Project Manager could take out a single language set glossary (say "English" and "Spanish") from a TBX-Basic 

file (using the "Convert TBX-Basic to TBX-Min" option pictured above") in the form of a simple TBX-Min file.  They could then give it to the 

translator assigned to this language pair.  The translator could then use the English-Spanish TBX-Min glossary and edit it as necessary and return 

it to the Project Manager.  The Project Manager would then simply combine the TBX-Min file back into the master TBX-Basic file. 


